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1. General comparison 

PCI-FRM01 

 (Frame Grabber with PCI Interface) 

PCIe-FRM10 

(Frame Grabber with PCI Express Interface) 

  

A PCI standard was introduced by Intel Corp., in 1991 and was 

commonly used to the industry in1995. Currently it kept an 

occasion for standards of local bus. 

PCI Express was developed by names of 3 GIO(The 3rd Generation I/O) by 

Intel Corp.,and was standardized by PCI-SIG at 1992. It was 

announced to PCI Express Base Specification Revision 1.1 at 2005. 

 

Multi-branch Parallel Bus Interface Point to Point interface of High Serial Bus 

PCI Express Board versus PCI Board 
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Data Transfer Rate : 

32bits x 33MHz -> 132MB/S 

32bits x 66MHz -> 264MB/S 

64bits x 66MHz -> 528MB/S 

Max 16 lane by 250MB per lane -> 4GB 

Can control the Bandwidth to support multiple lane. 

Used a serial differential signal only without side-band signal, that 

decreased remarkably signal more than a parallel signal. 

 

A lot of wiring is needs by parallel data transmissions. 

 

A wiring decreased1/3 compare with the PCI because of simple 

wiring and serial transmission. So, It can simply transfer to a long 

distance. 

 

PCI expansion slots decrease on PC main boards. . PCI Express expansion slot s increase on the PC main boards. 
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2. PCI-FRM01 Vs PCIe-FRM10  

PCI-FRM01 

 (Frame Grabber with PCI Interface) 

PCIe-FRM10 

(Frame Grabber with PCI Express Interface) 

More connector connection since parallel connection, so can be 

vulnerable to vibration and mechanical abrasion. 

Few connector connection since serial connection 
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The problem of main board compatibility increases because of 

more signal lines. 

 
 

The Main board compatibility improves because of few signal line. 

 

 
 

Manufactured standard board, It is possible to mount only a 

standard desk PC. 

 

Manufactured standard of Low-Profile, It is possible to mount a 

standard PC and slim PC. 

 

 

 

 

[Reference]  

1. Interface is different, but can each other equally operate as it keeps compatibility of hardware performance and 

Driver and API.  

 

 


